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Spring is the living picture to the beginning of life, the melting of the snow in the highlands, invigorating beams of the sun, the
chattering birds and the first flowers open in our gardens.
It’s also the time that many of us start thinking about heading back to the water after a winter siesta. With that thought in mind it’s
now the perfect time to prepare for the new season with a bit of TLC for your equipment. Christmas is only a few months away so it’s
also the perfect time to begin shopping for an exciting all new toy.
Since 1950, Hobie has been in the business of shaping a unique lifestyle based around water, quality products and fun, this season
new releases just keep getting better. Spring sees some exciting new additions to the Hobie fleet with the introduction of the all
new, ultimate, fishing machine, the Mirage Outback, the family friendly Compass Duo, new technology with the Hobie Guardian and
new additions to our PFD range that will keep you safe on the water.
We all love the outdoors and we need to continually think about sun protection. Hobie has a great range of beach gear like our
rashies, lifesaver hats, beach towels, sun guards, waterproof bags and polarized sunglasses. All these are designed to make your
day on the water a memorable one, while protecting you from the sun’s harmful rays.
From all at Hobie we hope you have a great spring season and look forward to seeing you out on the water.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Sand and Sea Festival bought to you by Hobie Polarized
October 26- 28 Huskisson NSW
www.sandandsea.com.au
Hobie Kayak Bream Series 10
Strike Pro Round 8 October 6 - 7 Swan River, Western Australia
Lurefans Round 9 October 14 – 14 Hopkins River, Victoria
Pro Lure Round 10 November 3 -4 Lake Macquarie,NSW
Mortgage Corp Round 11 November 24-25 Mallacoota, Victoria
Enter at www.hobiefishing.com.au

SUP TIME
FOR KAYLA
AND ROO

The Hobie® Inflatable SUP series makes stand up fishing easy.
These super stealthy boards aren’t just for saltwater, any of the
Inflatable series is a great fishing platform for you and your best
mate in the fresh as well! There is no water slap, no motor noise
and no wake, even in the clearest water you can sneak up on
timid fish. Kayla Palaniuk and Roo, love them.
“I’ve been using the Hobie inflatable SUPs for 4 years now and I
recently upgraded to the Coaster.
My partner, Aussie fishing legend Carl Jocumsen, and I have
taken our boards from my home in Idaho, USA to explore the
Rocky Mountains, and then all the way to Australia to paddle
the waters of the beautiful Gold Coast! The boards pack up so
compact and lightly that they make air travel and backpacking a
breeze.
Fishing from our Hobie SUPs gives us access to waters that
we’d never be able to reach on Carl's bass boat. The stability is
incredible, even when Roo is running across the board to help me
reel in a big one!
The best part of this board though is that it’s totally manageable
to carry, assemble, and pack by myself without having Carl there
for back up muscle. It fits easily in the back seat or camper so
our destinations are unlimited! When we arrive at a great spot, I
can have my board out of the bag and into the water in a matter
of minutes!
Roo and I both love our Hobie inflatable SUP.“
As Kayla and Roo have found out, a Hobie Inflatable SUP is the
perfect board for a day out on the water with your best buddy.
They are incredibly stable due to the Aerolam construction, and
the board inflates in minutes to 18 psi by using the supplied 2
Phase Pump. The rigid under foot plates provide extra stiffness
to the board and the ¾ length EVA foot pad provides grip, comfort
and protection to the board from sharp objects.
Portability and light weightness are the inflatable series' best
features. The 10-6 Adventure only weighs 12.7kg and comes
with everything included, just add water. The SUP comes with a 2
Phase pump with gauge, EXP 3-piece paddle, Phase 4 fin, repair
kit and everything packs compactly into the supplied roller bag.
A SUP is fun for the whole family, plus, it will give you a great
physical workout.
At Hobie, safety on the water is always our concern, so
remember always wear a belt PFD while on your paddle board!

HOBIE SUP
PADDLES
®

You can buy the best board available, but
without a good matching paddle you won’t get
the most out of your board. Choosing a quality
paddle, that works well with your body and
paddling style, will make SUP’n more fun.
Does that mean you must buy the most
expensive paddle? Not necessarily. To choose
the right SUP paddle for you, consider these
three factors: Length; Material; Blade.
Length: Getting the right length paddle is key to
maintaining proper paddling form and efficiency.
For the average user add approximately 25cm to
your height to determine the best length paddle
to suit you.
Material: The materials used to construct a
SUP paddle play a role in determining its weight
and stiffness. Generally, a lightweight paddle is
better, but often more expensive.
Blade size, shape and offset: These factors
define how the blade moves through the water.
Choose a blade based on the type of paddling
you do, your body type and personal preference.
Hobie has a range of paddles based on
performance and budget.

HOBIE QUICKBLADE PERFORMANCE SERIES
PADDLES
Hobie has established a design collaboration with
renowned paddle maker Quickblade to design a
high-performance series of paddles. Each paddle
in the series was designed around a need for
increased form, function and performance.
HQ SURF
The HQ Surf is a performance influenced surf
design that is recommended for SUPing in
surf conditions. Its lightweight and responsive
design allows for powerful strokes and quick
maneuverability.
HQ PERFORMANCE
The HQ Performance is the ideal high quality allrounder paddle. This light weight and responsive
blade has an excellent combination of weight,
stiffness, control and power.
Hobie Recreational Series Paddles
The Hobie recreational series of paddles are
perfect for beginners to experienced SUPers and
are available in three distinctive models.
EXP STRETCH
The EXP-Stretch is an adjustable length SUP
paddle, that combines the combination of quick
length adjustability with high performance. The
perfect paddle for beginners to seasoned board
riders.
EXP 3 PIECE TRAVELLER
The EXP 3pce Stretch is the perfect paddle for
travelling or for board riders that have limited
space. The convenience of its compact design is
ideally matched with our range of inflatable sups.
AL STRETCH

HQ-PERFORMANCE

HQ-SURF

EXP-STRETCH

AI-STRETCH

EXP-3-PIECE TRAVELLER

MRRP $499

MRRP $499

MRRP $245

MRRP $165

MRRP $245

The Al Stretch can adjust quickly from 167 to
213cm’s, featuring an ergonomically designed
handle for maximum comfort and control. The
lightweight shaft has a tapered design for quick,
stiff strokes.
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BO DEREK 10
®

16 WORLDS
ANNOUNCED
®

When she was a teenager in the early 1970s, growing up and living on the west coast of the USA in Southern California,
she was know to Hobie Cat sailors as Cathy. A few years later, after starring alongside English actor Dudley Moore
in the classic Hollywood comedy 10 she became known worldwide as Bo, and everyone's favourite number 10.

As Bo Derek basked in the sun, her husband
in the Blake Edwards' movie “10”, was asleep
on a surfboard and began drifting out to sea.
Along came Dudley Moore, who abandoned his
ulterior motives, for the moment, and jumped
aboard a Hobie Cat and sailed out and heroically
rescued the husband. Although, we never
saw Moore's ultimate vision of beauty - on a
scale of 1 to 10 - sail a Hobie in the movie, it's
a well-known fact that Bo Derek was an avid
Hobie Cat sailor and had been enjoying the

1976 Honolulu Hawaii USA
1978 San Padre Island Texas USA
1980 St Croix US Virgin Islands USA
1982 Papeete Tahiti
1984 Fort Walton Beach Florida USA
1986 Suva Fiji
1988 Scheveningen The Netherlands
1991 Langebaan South Africa
1993 Guadeloupe French West Indies
1995 Huatulco Mexico
1996 Dubai United Arab Emirates
1997 Sotogrande Spain
1998 Airlie Beach Australia
2000 Guadeloupe French West Indies
2002 Noumea New Caledonia
2004 Riviera Maya Mexico
2005 Nelson Mandela Bay Sth Africa
2007 Suva Fiji
2010 Waihai China
2014 old.
Jervis Growing
Bay Australia
up in Harbor City, California as Mary
Hobie Lifestyle since she was 13 years
2016 Dapeng
China Collins, the Hobie Cat world was very
Cathleen
She did a celebrated 12-page layout in the much a part of her life. Her father Paul Collins
March 1980 issue of Playboy - more dedicated served as Hobie Cat's director of advertising
pages in the magazine than any devoted to other and public relations in the early 70s. He taught
goddesses of beauty - depicts Bo at play with his daughter to sail and since he lived next door
a Hobie at her favourite sailing location, Lake to Hobie Alter, he introduced Bo to Hobie’s
Powell on the Colorado River. Then because of daughter Paula who was about the same age.
the popularity of the spread, Playboy gave her
an encore 12-pages in the August issue that The two became good friends and began
sailing together in local fleet regattas with Bo
same year.

skippering and Paula crewing. The pair often
sailed at Capistrano Beach, Lake Lopez and
Lake Havasu. When asked if they ever won any
races Bo was quick to tell Hot Line magazine,
“Never!” ... She recalls "We usually did very
badly, but we had a lot of fun. Sometimes we
didn't even finish, we'd tip over or something”.
Early
Hobie
Catters
may
remember
the cover girl on the Hobie 12 brochure
as Cathy Collins, an aspiring ingénue

model in those days. She began modelling in her teen years after
being exposed early to the world of bright lights and glamour, since
her mother served as actress Ann-Margaret's personall secretary.
When she was 16 she met director John Derek who dyed her hair black
k and
cast her in the movie, “And Once Upon a Time” which was shot on location
ion
in Greece. Their professional relationship blossomed into love and the two
were married in 1977. They remained in Europe, since Bo was a minor,
and took up residence in Germany. At the time that the original version of
this article was published in Hot Line in September 1980 they had been
together for seven years and John was acting as Bo's personal manager.
Since the incredible success of 10, Bo had become a million-dollar star and
went on to shoot “Change of Seasons” with Anthony Hopkins and Shirley
MacLaine which was released in December, 1980. The Dereks were then
hard at work producing and directing “Me Jane”, the story of Tarzan the
Ape Man, as told from Jane’s point of view and starring Bo. Her next project
was “The Cowboy and the Crazy Lady”, which starred Bo as a teenager
with Derek's former wife Ursula Andress appearing as her mother. Whoa!
Written by Beth Parker 1976
her hectic
filming
schedule at the time, she didn't have much time
FirstWith
Published
in Hobie
Hot Line
Volume
6, Number
Jan-Feb 1977
for sailing.
Her1,husband
had yet to have the opportunity to sail with her.
"I would like to teach John to sail, but haven’t yet. We were up in Lake
Powell taking pictures and when we finished I was going to take him out,
but didn’t. I forgot to take the rings, so the mast fell down,” she laughed.
When Hot Line asked about her response to Derek’s reply during a
Barbara Walters interview - that if he hadn't come along Bo would
probably be hanging around the beach sailing Hobie Cats - she responded.
"Probably, yeah that's what I was doing before." She explained, "I wish
I could sail more, but I have plenty of time in my life for that. Right now,
if I work a few years pretty solid and devote my time to it, which I enjoy
now that we're producing a film, then I'll have all the rest of my life."
At the time the Derek’s were residing in beautiful Marina del Rey,
California, in an apartment overlooking the water. The Pacific had
always meant home to Bo and at the time she had hoped to get a little
sailing in every now and then near her father’s home in Long Beach.
In mid 1980 Hobie Cat presented Bo Derek with a Hobie 18 with custom pink
and red sails. Her sail number, of course – 10!

This is an edited version of the original story written by
Bella Lagmay-Singh, and published in the September/
October issue of Hot Line magazine in 1980.

HOBIE MIRAGE
COMPASS DUO

1 CARRY HANDLES
Located
midships, bow and stern.
Lo
L
Loca
o

3 DUAL MIRAGEDRIVE®
MirageDrive with Glide Technology
Mi

2 GREAT HULL PERFORMANCE
Durable
polyethylene hull and
D
cockpit with plenty of flat deck area
for standing.

4 TWIST AND SEAL HATCHES
Two
T (20.32cm) 8" hatches with tightly
secured lids.

®
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COMPASS DUO
MRRP $4290

5
10

Searching for a stylish, simple, yet highly
customisable tandem kayak for on-water
adventures with family, friends, and even pets?

maximises speed and stability, while greatly
reducing drag.

Look no further than the brand-new Mirage
Compass Duo, the latest addition to Hobie’s lineup of award-winning pedal kayaks.

The cockpit features comfortable, ergonomic
seating, 4 integrated H-Tracks for accessory
mounting, and abundant above and below deck
storage compartments to house enough gear for
two.

Powered by dual MirageDrives with Glide
Technology, the Duo’s sleek hull design

The sleek waterline and Kick-Up Rudder system

make for an impressively nimble tandem kayak
that’s highly responsive, easy to steer and
extremely durable.

SPECIFICATIONS

The roomy Compass Duo is simple to use and
adventure-ready, making it the ideal choice
for water outings with adults, tikes, and furry
companions.

Width: 0.89 m

Crew: 2
Length: 5.11 m
Capacity: 215.46 kg
Fitted Hull Weight: 41.73 kg
Fully Rigged Weight: 57.61 kg
Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene

5 DRINK HOLDERS
Two
T o Conveniently located molded-in
Tw
drink holders.

7 S
SAIL MOUNT
IIn Hull
H deck mounted fitting for an
optional sail kit.

6

8 LOWRANCE
READY
L
Transducer
cavity for fishfinder
T
installation.

OPTIMAL SEATING DESIGN

Two adjustable, breathable, mesh
seats with space for under seat
storage.

9

ACCESSORY READY
A
Non-drill
H-Track accessory mounts.
N

11 E
EASY STEERING SYSTEM
Spring loaded rudder kicks up on contact,
S
folds for travel, with easy fingertip control.

10 T
12 A
TWO PIECE PADDLE
ABUNDANT STORAGE
T Piece paddle with fibreglass shaft. 2 Twist
Two
T
and Seal hatches, mesh covered
bow storage and stern storage with bungee
tie-downs.
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HOBIE
POLARIZED
SUNGLASSES
®

BAJA
MRRP $149.95

SIGHTMASTER RANGE
Hobie Polarized Sightmaster Glasses - Designed for
serious viewing.
Over many years yellow lenses have gained a cult
like following especially with trout anglers fishing
in low light conditions. So, what is so great about
“Sightmaster” lenses? They enhance contrast,
depth perception and block blue light. Blue light,
with its shorter wavelength, scatters easier than
other colours and makes focusing on objects
difficult. Removing blue light improves sharpness
and depth perception plus reduces eye fatigue.

MOJO
MRRP $149.95

These lenses are not just for fishing! They are
perfectly suited for MTB or Mountain Biking,
Stand Up Paddle Boarding and many other water
sports in overcast, hazy and foggy conditions,
low light, mornings, evenings and shade.
Hobie has a range of models that use the Sightmaster
Lens including Pico, Baja, Mojo and Sandcut.

PICO
MRRP $149.95

They provide maximum protection by blocking
100% UVA, UVB and UVC rays, and the lenses meet
or exceed ANSI Z80.3 standards for refractive
power, light transmission and impact resistance.

Check out the range at www.hobiepolarized.com.au

SANDCUT
MRRP $139.95

2019 HOBIE OUTBACK
®

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
Hobie has achieved the impossible – we
have improved the world’s #1 pedal
fishing kayak, making it truly legendary.
The Mirage Outback has had its first major
redesign in over a decade. The fully-loaded
fishing machine has been re-built to tackle
every conceivable fishing expedition,
whether you’re prowling the ocean for
monster gamefish, or stalking fish in
your favourite freshwater fishing hole.

The extra-wide deck provides an improved
casting platform while standing and
a convenient vantage point for sight
fishing, creating superior vision from
above the water, while the revolutionary
Guardian
Transducer
Shield
gives
you multi-dimensional vision below.
The new Vantage CTW seat has extra width
for unmatched room and comfort. Four
molded-in rod holders, multiple deluxe
H-Track mounts, and numerous highcapacity storage compartments ensure
that your gear is always at your fingertips.
Powered by the MirageDrive® 180 with
ARC Cranks + Turbo Fins – now standard
on all Outbacks – makes this fine-tuned
angling vessel highly versatile, fast, quiet,
and exceedingly nimble. Now featuring
our Kick-Up Rudder system and dual
steering
capabilities,
which
combat
drift and make navigating tight spaces
and shallow water easier than ever.

SPECIFICATIONS
Crew: 1
Length: 3.89 m
Width: .86 m
Capacity: 192.78 kg
Fitted Hull Weight: 38.56 kg

OUTBACK

Fully Rigged Weight: 46.72 kg

MRRP $4390

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
MRRP $4190

For the complete run down on the new
Hobie Outback go to: www.hobie.com.au

2019 HOBIE
OUTBACK
FEATURES

4

CART KEEPER

7

Bungee locking system safely secures a kayak cart
while on the water.

®

5

TRACKING SKEG

REAR CARGO AREA
Big adventures demand plenty of gear. This molded
area and Bungee® tie-downs ensure that your gear
is still there whenever you need it.

8

For improved steering and tracking.

ROD HOLDERS
4 angled, molded-in holsters for your rods, and
which can also take a gaff, nets and other gear.
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6
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Ease of transport, allows for Loader System and
H-Rail Accessory Mounts.

2

3

UNDERHULL KICK UP RUDDER
Automatically kicks up when coming into contact
with a solid object like shallow ground or debris.

22

9

POWER-POLE READY
Pre-installed inserts for easy mounting of a
Power-Pole, with no added mounting plate needed.

12

8

6

1 LARGE REAR HANDLE

22

6

H-TRACK DELUXE W/BUNGEE TACKLE
RETAINER
Includes side accessory tracks for customisation.
Plier holder, knife slot, tackle storage retainers and
an integrated retraction system. Bungee system for
storage or Livewell, H-Crate or large cooler.

9

ON HULL TWO PIECE PADDLE
Extra safety feature or go for a paddle for an upper
body workout. Clips onto the hull.

10 GUARDIAN RETRACTABLE TRANSDUCER

14 VERTICAL RECTANGULAR HATCH

SHIELD

Protects transducer from impact on the water or while
travelling and allows side scanning and quick, installation.

Creates more standing area and better access to
tackle. Easily removable tackle bucket, a mounted
bottle opener and a rubber mesh pocket.

15 EVA DECK PADS

11 UTILITY TRAYS

Advanced EVA pads provide better grip, extra
comfort, improved stability and sound dampening.

For storing tackle and other items needed close at
hand.

17 RUDDER UP-DOWN CONTROL
Deploy and retract your rudder when needed.

18 NOTCHED MIRAGEDRIVE® WELL
Recess for the MirageDrive on the bottom of the
kayak for better shallow water protection.

19 MIRAGEDRIVE 180 WITH TURBO FINS
16

Revolutionary hands-free propulsion system.
When pedalled, the flexible fins assume the shape
of a propeller blade, providing forward or reverse
motion with each pedal stroke. 2019 Mirage
Outbacks come standard with Turbo Fins.

8

13

17

15

14

18

19

20

21

15
17
13
8
20 SAIL MOUNT
The optional Mirage Sail Kit's mast securely steps
into the deck-mounted fitting.

16

21 LARGE BOW HATCH

12 VANTAGE CTW SEATING
State of the art 4-Way adjustability, breathable mesh,
new extra wide seat base and removable for beach use.

16 H-TRACK DELUXE with H-RAIL INTEGRATED

TRACK

13 MID BOAT CARRYING HANDLES
These ergonomic handles are bolted onto either
side of the kayak's cockpit.

Includes side accessory tracks, plier holder, knife slot,
tackle storage retainers and an integrated Bungee
retraction system to keep all gear close at hand.

Enables easy access to the bow compartment. A
security strap with a detachable clip tethers the
hatch and Bungee® cords secure extra gear.

22 DUAL STEERING CONTROLS
For port and starboard fingertip control and
versatility.

Mitch King , Victoria.

HOBIE SOOTY - BARRA
INVITATIONAL TEAM COMP
®

New South Wales anglers Mark Young and Jack Gammie take the title at
Eungella Dam in Queensland.
Ten of the top finishing anglers
in the 2017 Hobie Angler of the
Year travelled to Eungella Dam, in
Queensland, to fish for Sooty Grunter
and Barramundi. Anglers were paired
in a teams and fished out of supplied
Hobie Pro Angler 17T tandem kayaks.
None of the anglers, who had travelled
from as far a field as Melbourne, had
previously fished Eungella Dam or
fished for Sooty Grunter. Some had
fished for Barramundi in the past,
but with the colder than expected
water temperature it was going
to be a long shot for any angler
to excite and land a Barra. There
were sightings of barramundi, with
some teams sneaking within half
a kayak length from these large,
iconic fish but that is as close as
any team came to landing one.
A warm day one made the anglers
confident they were in for a good day.
The sun had some real bite and by
10:00am anglers were adding extra
layers of sunscreen or putting on
long pants to keep the sunburn to a
minimum. The water temperature
ranged from around 16 degrees in the

morning to 26 degrees in some bays
by the completion of the day's fishing.
Leading after day one was Simon
Morley and Scott Marcinkowski (NSW)
who had been fishing along the edges
of the lily pads that surrounded
the dam and were casting at any
submerged logs as they worked their
way along the perimeter. They were
just 2cm clear of their nearest
competitors, thanks to a solid bag,
anchored by a nice 51cm Sooty Grunter.
Conditions changed on day two with
overcast skies and a strong EastNorth Easterly wind that came up
during mid-morning but died out
towards midday. But most teams
were in the lee of the eastern hills and
didn’t really notice the changes. The
water temperature increased as it had
done the day before, while the Sooty
Grunter fishing remained exciting.
The eventual competition winners,
Mark Young and Jack Gammie (NSW)
had their bag of 4 Sooty Grunter on the
ruler and released before 8:00am in
session 2. Young and Gammie fished
the southern end of the dam with two

other teams. They were able to secure
a strong day 2 bag and jump the day 1
leaders to take the win by a mere 2cm.
All of the competitors discussed the
bite times after the completion of
fishing on both days and found they
all experienced similar bite windows.
The biggest advantage commonly
mentioned was that while one angler
was fighting a fish, their teammate
was able to steer and control
the boat in any direction with the
reversible Hobie MirageDrive® 180.
On many occasions as a team
was approached you could hear
an angler - as they wrestled an
aggressive sooty- yell to their
teammate, “Quick reverse, left! Left!”.
The largest fish caught was a 53cm
Sootie Grunter wrangled in by Steven
Pryke from Victoria on day one.
The largest combined bag was
by
Steven
Pryke
and
Mitch
King on day two with 199cm.
Winners Mark Young and Jack Gammie
brought aboard 8/8 Sooty Grunter for
383cm and 0/0 Barramundi.

10 HOBIE 16
SAILING TIPS
®

1.
Fitness and Training - I cycle about 30
minutes each day at a fairly, leisurely pace and I
try to have a half hour run with our dog as well.
I stretch to maintain my flexibility, especially
as I get older, and I watch my diet to keep at
my optimum sailing weight. But I believe that
nothing can beat time on the water. Going into a
big regatta I try to sail as much as possible even
through winter. In the two weeks directly leading
up to a title regatta my crew and I will try to sail
intensively during that period.

2.
Crew – To be successful the skipper
and crew must work and practice together
to know what to expect of each other, and to
build up a good rapport, communication and
synchronization of movement around the boat.
Both must have a drive to do their best, to build
a bond, inspire and motivate each other, and
never to lay blame for mistakes, that invariably
the skipper and the crew both make. Repair any
damage done and get on with the race, you never
know what may happen to other crews further
down the course.

3.
Conditions – To sail at the optimum you
have to make adjustments to all aspects of your
boat setup as conditions change. There is no one
setup that is going to get the most out of your
boat, all of the time. Start with a basic setup,
then watch other sailors tuning, ask questions
and make small adjustments, one at a time. This
will help you develop a good knowledge of tuning
your boat for the prevailing or varying conditions.

4.
Trampoline – Your tramp should be
quite firm. Get someone to help, use tools
and be aware of not wrecking your hands the
day before a regatta. Be careful not to pull out
the eyelets and remember that bending the
side bars reduces leverage when trapezing!
5.
Rudders – Rudders should be well
maintained, clean and scratch free. To avoid
scratches and chips don’t let your rudders drag
or touch the ground. Give your rudders a sand
with 1200 ‘wet and dry’ paper and polish them

once or twice a year. Sailors should try to keep
their rudders in as close to perfect alignment as
possible to create the least amount of drag. To
set them up go half way down both rudder blades
on both the leading and trailing edges and make
a mark. On the trailing edge measure across
to the same point on the opposite blade, then
do the same on the leading edge of the blades.
The front edge measurement should be about
5mm shorter than the trailing edge. Problems
with rudder cams during an event are probably
the most common breakdown on a Hobie 16.
The setting of the cam plate and the condition
of the cam should always be checked prior to an
important regatta and replaced if you have any
doubt.

6.
The Mast - When setting the mast rake,
choosing the right hole to place the side stays in
depends on the combined weight of the skipper
and crew, as well as the conditions on the day.
This sets the minimum mast rake and more
mast rake can be added by sailing with a loser
jib halyard. The important thing to remember
is that mast rake controls the maximum leech
tension in the mainsail. The goal on a Hobie 16,
in trapezing conditions, is to sail upwind with the
mainsheet system block to block making small
adjustments with the main traveller to keep
the boat trimmed. Start moving the jib traveller
outward as soon as you are trapezing and don't
be afraid to have it half way out or more in strong
conditions.

7.
Tuning - It is pretty, common in light
conditions for rigs to be pulled quite tight,
although, I believe it can be overdone in less
than trapping conditions. Most sailors take
the jib clew quite low and I probably go a little
lower than most. In heavier conditions above 15
knots I will often lower the shrouds one hole.
Remember that the jib halyard tension is one of
the most crucial adjustments to make on a Hobie
16. With the main and jib up and the rig fully
tensioned make your rig adjustments, move the
tack of the jib on the front adjuster to change jib
height, move the side stays on their adjusters to
change main sheet tension.

9. Starting – A decent start, towards the
favoured end of the line, is essential to be
competitive. You need to learn to be patient
and avoid packed areas on the line. It is crucial
especially in the first three or four minutes after
the start to get clean air on the first beat. This
allows you to get to the top mark for the first
time in a good position, allowing you to play
the percentages in the second half of the race.

10. Trapezing - Going to windward I will start
trapezing just behind the shroud, stepping
back to let my crew out and ending up back
on the corner casting once we are fully arced
up. Sometimes in big waves I put my back foot
on the hull and my front foot on the side bar.
Both you and your crew should be comfortable,
but the crew should hang a little lower than the
skipper, to give the skipper better vision. The
crew's hook at the bottom most point should be
around 10cm below the side bar and the skipper's a little higher, about the same level as the
top of the side bar. Keep in mind hooking up higher or lower depends on skill level and individual
height. Remember low is fast, but dragging
behind the boat is really slow, so be comfortable
and lift your hook heights a bit if the wind and
chop increase.

8. Before the Start - Always try to get a
good length windward/leeward leg sail in before
the start of the race. 2 minutes on both tacks is
very important to test speed and make sure all
is ok. After completing the runs I go through a
small check-list to make sure the boat is running
properly.
A. Is the trap height as low as possible depending on the wave conditions?
B. Is the Cunningham pulled to the correct
mark?
C. Is the jib halyard tension appropriate for the
conditions?
D. Remember where the main and jib travellers
were for the fastest speed on pre-race runs.
After completing the check-list I try to do a second
run, especially before the first race of the day, to By 2007 Hobie 16 World Champion Mick Butler
make sure the jib halyard has finished bedding in. from Jervis Bay, Australia.

HOBIE PFD RANGE
®

Hob PFDs Save Lives!
Hobie
Hob
Hobie stocks a large range of PFDs for all types of watersports. With a range to suit all the
fam
family from toddlers to adults and even the family pooch.
Hob
Hobie will have you safe on the water.

PET PFD

STARFISH

•
•
•
•
•

Designed specifically for children
• Foam flotation collar for extra buoyancy
• High quality, low-crush PE foam throughout
• Reflective tape for extra visibility
• Large arm openings for freedom of movement
• High visibility 210 denier nylon in safety colours
• Elastic waist with buckle for extra secure fit
• Heavy duty zipper
• Available in three sizes
• CXS
Suitable for 10-15kg
• CS
Suitable for 15-25kg
• CM
Suitable for 25-40kg

Leash attachment
Dual integrated grab handles (M-XL only)
Dual cargo pockets (S-XL only)
Soft foam undercarriage support chassis
Available XS to XL

SPORT

• Lightweight, cool and simple
side-entry design
• High quality low-crush PE foam
throughout
• Large front mesh storage pockets
• Lanyard attachment point
• Large arm openings
• High visibility 210 denier safety
gold nylon fabric
• Waist and shoulder straps for
adjustment

SPORTSMAN
• Heavy duty 25mm waist, side and shoulder adjustment belts
• 2 expanding cargo pockets with mesh
drainage utilising quick release, adjustable buckles on 19mm straps
• 2 large zip pockets and 1 small expanding
zip pocket with drainage and a device
holder
• High visibility 500 denier heavy duty
yellow fabric with grey highlights
• High quality super comfortable PVC foam
• Heavy duty zip front with Hobie specific
high cut back for added comfort.

WORLD TEAM 4

YOKE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comfortable slim fit-multi fit (up to 5XL)
20% wider collar for increased comfort
Mesh yoke backstrap
Storage pocket and headphone rubber porthole
25mm D-ring and accessory attachment straps
Includes a charged C02 cylinder
UML Pro Sensor with armed status indicator

•
•
•
•

Side-entry heavy duty zipper with a velcro securing tab
High quality super comfortable PVC foam throughout
Elasticised side gussets with side adjustment straps
Waist strap with high quality buckle and size
adjustment
• Front zippered mesh pocket and reflective strip
• Large arm openings with elasticised shoulder straps
• Tapered cutout section at the front for trapeze harness

Designed for Rock Fishing
Two velcro secured expandable storage pockets
25mm buckles and D ring
Three adjustable straps
High quality PVC foam inner

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High back cut with large lower mesh area
High quality super comfortable PVC foam
Reflective tape on upper back
Large arm openings
High visibility 600 denier fabric in safety yellow
Durable pockets, straps, adjusters and clips
Adjustable side, waist and shoulder straps
Right shoulder lanyard attachment point

ROCK SERIES RS2

ROCK SERIES RS1

•
•
•
•
•

OUTBACK

•
•
•
•
•

Designed for Rock Fishing
Two zippered storage pockets
Safety whistle and front shoulder reflectors
Crotch strap
Lower front comfort hinges

ROCK SERIES RS3

•
•
•
•
•

Designed for Rock Fishing
Three zippered pockets and two mesh pockets
Safety whistle and front shoulder reflectors
Crotch strap and mobile phone pocket
Lower front comfort hinges

CENTRAL
COAST
WYONG NEW SOUTH WALES
HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 10
®

ROUND SEVEN
LUKE ROGAN
QUEENSLAND

On the September 15-16 weekend,
67 anglers competed in Cranka Lures
Round 7 of Hobie Kayak Bream Series
10 at Woy Woy on the New South Wales
(NSW) central coast. Anglers travelled
from South Australia (SA), Queensland
(Qld), Victoria (Vic) and the ACT to join
NSW anglers in the first tournament to
be held after the winter recess.
Luke Rogan from Queensland won the
round ($1980) bringing back to the
weigh-in 6 fish for 4.65kg. Rogan had an
exceptional day one and led the round by
almost 1kg, with an excellent 3 fish bag
of 2.94kg. On day two he hit the canals
around St Hubert's Island and landed a
superb legal fish on his first cast at one
entrance. He became very enthusiastic
about his prospects in the area but
nothing more eventuated and he had to
formulate a new plan. Rogan decided
to head back to Woy Woy Bay where he
had had some success on a flat he had
found during pre-fish. The move paid
off literally, filling his bag and in turn
adding nearly two grand to his wallet.
This year's most consistent performer
Kris Hickson from NSW finished second
($1030) with 6 for 4.48kg and another

Queenslander Tyson Hayes took out third
place ($670) with 6 fish for 4.29kg.
The Atomic Big Bream (1.23kg) was won on
day two by Brett Crowe from the south coast
of NSW. Crowe's fish beat day one's biggest
bream caught by Luke Rogan by just 30g.
The bulked-up fish weighed double the
average size of the fish measured over the
weekend.
The Mortgage Corp Monster Mover prize
went to 5th placegetter Warren Cossell
from Qld.
81 legal fish were brought to the scales on
day one weighing 43.77kg and on day two
76 legals were caught weighing 49.69kg,
giving a tournament total of 157 fish for
93.46kg. The average weight of the bream
to reach the scales was an excellent 600g,
well above the 10 year tournament average
of 460g.
Winning Tackle - Luke Rogan
Rod - MajorCraft Crostage 6'9" 1-5 lb fast
action
Reel - Daiwa Steez 2004
Line - 5lb Nitlon FC
Lures - Cranka Crabs, Berkley Gulp Crabbys
and ZMan Slim Swimz.
Second Place Tackle - Kris Hickson
Rods – TD Hyper 763lxs & TD Black Whippet
Reels - Daiwa Luvias 1003 and TD Sol 3 2500
Line - 3lb FC, 8lb J-Braid Grand, 8lb Daiwa
J-thread
Lures - Black Shallow Camion, Cranka
Crabs, ZMan TRD Craws and 2.5" Bloodworm Grubz with 1/28 TT hidden weight.
For the full results and photos go to
hobiefishing.com.au

SERIES 10
TOURNAMENT

CALENDAR

Strike Pro Round 8 Swan River W A

Oct 06-07

Lurefans Round 9

Oct 13-14

Hopkins River Vic

Pro Lure Round 10 Lake Macquarie NSW Nov 03-04
Mortgage Corp Round 11 Mallacoota Vic Nov 24-25
Daiwa Australian Championship TBA

ENTER AT: hobiefishing.com.au

Feb 2019

2019 HOBIE 16
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
CAPTIVA ISLAND FLORIDA
®

The International Hobie Class Association (IHCA), has
announced that the 22nd Hobie 16 World Championship
will be held from 1st November – 16th November
2019,on Captiva Island, Florida, USA. It will be the first
world championships held in the USA for 35 years.
Sailors from around the world will be competing in
three world championship disciplines: Women’s, Youth
and Open and three additional series; Masters Cup,
Grand Masters Cup and Great Grand Masters Cup.

Captiva Island is located just offshore in the Gulf of
Mexico in Lee County, southwest Florida, USA. The
island can be accessed by car via Sanibel Island using
the Sanibel Causeway and Sanibel-Captiva Road.

Hobie Cat Company will provide the fleet of Hobie 16
catamarans that will be used exclusively on the race
course located just off Sunset Beach, at the north end
of Captiva Island.
Doug Skidmore, CEO of Hobie Cat Company, whose
team will be building and maintaining all the boats,
to ensure the fairest competition for the sailors, is
looking forward to bringing the championship back to
the U.S. especially to southwest Florida.
“Fort Myers and the South Seas Island Resort
are a perfect location for the Hobie 16 World
Championships,” Skidmore said. “The water, white
sandy beaches, weather, people and location offer
some of the best sailing conditions I have seen. As
a company, we are proud to be a major part of these
world championships.”
Entries are now being taken and all relevant
information is available on the Hobie 16 Worlds website
and includes entry criteria, entry and payment portals,
dates, locations, host accommodation and more.
For all information regarding the 22nd Hobie 16 World
Championships please visit www.hobieworlds.com

The South Seas Island Resort (the preferred event
accommodation) and Yacht Harbour, a 1.3 sq km resort,
occupies the northern 3 km of Captiva Island.
RACE SCHEDULE
2 Nov - 5 Nov
MASTERS DIVISION (112 Max entries)
6 Nov - 8 Nov
GREAT GRAND MASTERS, GRAND MASTERS,
WOMENS and YOUTH DIVISIONS (112 Max entries)
9 Nov - 10 Nov
OPEN QUALIFIERS (56 Max entries)
11 Nov - 14 Nov
OPEN SEMI-FINALS (112 Max entries)
15 Nov - 16 Nov
OPEN FINALS (56 Max entries)

HOBIE
ENTRY LEVEL
RECREATIONAL
SAILING BOATS
®

The Hobie Bravo and the Hobie Wave are the two smallest and most durable
sailing boats in the impressive Hobie fleet.

BRAVO
The Hobie Bravo is the perfect boat
for sailors of all skill levels. It is
stable and safe for the total novice,
yet it produces plenty of excitement
for a seasoned multi-hulled sailor
on a storm-tossed day.
The Bravo is an excellent sailing
platform, with a rugged and durable,
rotomolded polyethylene hull. The
boat has a generously cut, squaretop mainsail which efficiently
captures zephyrs but automatically
twists off when strong puffs hit,
which helps to keep the boat flat.
The A-frame mast is easy to
step, and the design of the multicoloured, boomless, roller-furling,
Dacron mainsail makes both reefing
and gybing easy.

MRRP $5990

STANDARD FEATURES
Roller-Furling Main Sail
A-Frame Mast Support
8” (20.32cm) Twist and Seal Hatch
EZ Loc Rudder System
2 Molded-In, Under-Deck Carrying Handles
Unique Angled Full Battens Allow Furling
and Reefing
Fully-Battened, Multi-Coloured SquareTop, Dacron
4 Carrying Handles
Padded Hiking Straps
Colour Stripe
SPECIFICATIONS
Crew 1-2
Length 3.65 m
Beam 1.35 m
\Weight 88.45 kg
Draft w/ Rudder Up .23 m
Mast Length 5.79 m
Sail Area 7.99 m²
Hull Construction Rotomolded
Polyethylene
EC Homologation 1/2 - D

STANDARD FEATURES
Boomless Rig
Padded Seat Cushions
One-Piece Trampoline (Standard Version) or
Three-piece trampoline (Club Version)
EZ Loc Rudder System
Fully-Battened, Multi-Colored Square-Top,
Dacron
Righting-Line and Hobie Mast Float
Unique Keel Shape Eliminates Daggerboards
Comptip Mast for Safety
Colour Stripe

WAVE
The Hobie Wave is easy-to-rig and easy
to sail. It is a perfect learning boat for
new sailors, both young and old. It's
a family fun machine and an exciting
speedster for junior sailors when the
conditions are right.
Its
symmetrically
shaped
hulls
and keel design provide lift, while
eliminating the need for daggerboards,
and its rotomolded polyethylene
construction is nearly indestructible.
A large, fully-battened, boomless
mainsail is powerful in the light stuff,
but is designed to reduce power in an
unexpected gust.
The Hobie Wave is ideal for sailing
solo or with a friend, and the
Wave Club edition is ideal for
schools, organisations or resorts.

SPECIFICATIONS
Crew 2
Length 3.96 m
Beam 2.13 m
Capacity 165 kg (EU) 362 kg (US)
Weight 111 kg
Draft w/ Rudder Up 0.28 m
Mast Length 6.09 m
Sail Area 9.0 m²
Hull Construction Rotomolded Polyethylene
EC Homologation Category D
MRRP $9390

HOBIE GUARDIAN
®

As the popularity of our fishing kayaks has grown,
so has the desire to use fishfinders to enrich
an angler’s experience, by providing visibility
underneath them in the water. As such, the
equipment to increase the scope of this vision
is evolving at a very fast pace. The most popular
new trend in fishfinders utilises a side-scanning
transducer, which shoots sonar beams sideways as
well as downward, so the angler can interpret what
is happening on both sides of the kayak as well as
beneath it.
The Hobie Guardian is a new, retractable fishfinderready system, available on the 2019 Hobie Mirage®
Pro Anglers and Outback. The unique, revolutionary
Hobie Guardian integrates a larger cavity and shield
to house large transducers, including side scanning
transducers from several manufacturers. It works
just like our current Lowrance-Ready system for
regular sonar and down-scanning transducers,
with more space, and with more features, including

a patent pending integrated bungee-suspension
system. The protection that this suspension system
provides, by allowing below-deck transducers to
safely retract upon impact or for transport, is what
led to the name: Hobie Guardian. This innovation
will protect the angler’s investment.
Hobie felt it was critical to keep up with the

breakthrough advancement of side scanning
technology, which has resulted in transducers that
are much larger than standard, down scanning
only transducers. The Hobie Guardian will enable
the side scanner to attach below deck and read
off to the sides without any obstruction from
the kayak hull, which is necessary to be 100%
accurate.

MAINTENANCE
TIME - LUBE UP
•
•
•
•

Wash down your MirageDrive® after every use using fresh water and brush all moving parts
to remove grit and debris.
Check that all nuts, bolts and screws are tightened but not over-tightened.
Inspect and adjust drive chains, cables and nuts. Be sure fins are parallel with each other.
Check fins for any damage and replace as necessary.

•
•
•
•
•

Check stainless steel fin masts for bends and cracks, and replace them when necessary.
Inspect all other metal components for corrosion and wear.
Lubricate all metal components with lubricant such as Hobie Multi-Lube.
Remove both pedal caps and lubricate the shafts.
Regularly take your MirageDrive into your dealer for a professional service.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL HOBIE DEALER

HOBIE ASIA PACIFIC
11 Erina Road,
Huskisson. NSW. 2540.
02 4441 8400
hobie.com.au

HobieCatAsiaPacific
HobieFishingAsiaPacific
HobieSUPAsiaPacific
HobiePolarizedAsiaPacific
IHFWA
Hobie Asia Pacific
hobiefishingaustralasia
AUD Prices and specifications in this publication are correct at the time of printing - September 2018

hobie.com.au/club

